COMPOSITE ACCESS PRODUCTS, L.P. "JUST CAP THAT"
5216 N. 26TH STREET
MCALLEN, TX 78504
WEBSITE: www.justcapthat.com
(844) 344-CAP1 (2271)

CENTER SECTION FOR CUSTOMIZED LOGO/MARKING
CONCEALED PICK HOLE
AASHTO M-306 DESIGNATION
BOTTOM ARCH CUSTOM MARKING

TOP ARCH CUSTOM MARKING
LOWERED LETTERING

50in DIA. BOLT HOLE (4)

COLOR = BLACK

DATE OF MANUFACTURE (MM/DD/YY FORMAT)
MANUFACTURE DATE OF
LOWERED LETTERING
ANCHOR HOLE 1.06in

FRAME SIDE
FRAME SECTION
FRAME
Color = Black

COVER
Color = Black

AASHTO M-306 DESIGNATION
CONCEALED PICK HOLE
CENTER SECTION FOR CUSTOMIZED LOGO/MARKING

COVER SIDE

DATE OF MANUFACTURE (MM/DD/YY FORMAT)

Product Code: A-1BK24B4-C01CPGSS-H1
2019-08-21
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